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Abstract
In order to identify the Higgs sector using future precision data, we calculate the partial decay
widths of the discovered Higgs boson with the mass of 125 GeV into fermion pairs and gauge-
boson pairs with one-loop electroweak and one-loop QCD corrections in various extended
Higgs models, such as the Higgs singlet model and four types of two Higgs doublet models.
In the tree-level analysis, the patterns of deviations from the standard model predictions
in the partial decay widths for various decay modes are distinctive for each model, due to
the mixing of the Higgs boson with other neutral scalars. Our present analysis shows that
even with a full set of radiative corrections we can discriminate these extended Higgs models
via the partial decay widths as long as any of the deviations is detected at future precision
measurements. Furthermore, we quantitatively show that in each model the magnitude of
the deviations can provide important information on the mass scale of extra Higgs bosons
under the theoretical constraints from perturbative unitary and vacuum stability, which can
be obtained without discovery of the additional Higgs bosons.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Except a resonance with the 125 GeV mass, the LHC experiments have not observed any other
states expected by new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (SM), and instead put limits
on them to higher and higher mass scales by increasing the collision energy and accumulating
more data. On the other hand, all the measurements for the discovered particle agree with the
predictions of the SM Higgs boson within the experimental uncertainty so far [1]. Such situation
highly motivates us a thorough study of the Higgs sector at the LHC Run-II as well as in future
high-precision experimental programs such as the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [2, 3] and future
lepton colliders such as the international linear collider (ILC) [4–6], the lepton collision option of
the future circular collider (FCC-ee) [7], the circular electron positron collider (CEPC) [8] and the
compact linear collider (CLIC) [9].
Although the SM takes the minimal setup for the Higgs sector; i.e., a scalar isospin doublet
field, there is no compelling reason to be minimal, and indeed many NP models predict additional
scalar multiplets. For instance, the B − L extended SM [10] contains an additional singlet scalar
field, while the minimal supersymmetric SM has another doublet scalar field. Furthermore, some of
the scenarios for radiative seesaw models predict extended Higgs sectors [11–17], and many of the
scenarios of electroweak baryogenesis also require non-minimal structures for the Higgs sector [18–
20]. Therefore, by studying the structure of the Higgs sector by experiments, we may be able to
determine the models of NP.
There are two important consequences in models with a non-minimal Higgs sector. One is the
existence of additional scalar states, and the other is deviations of the interactions for the SM-
like Higgs boson from the SM prediction due to the mixing with other neutral scalars as well as
loop effects of additional scalars. The current LHC Higgs program clearly targets them [21], and
has been seeking for extra scalars in the direct searches [22–25] and looking for deviations in the
Higgs coupling measurements [1, 22, 26], which already put constraints on the parameter space of
extended Higgs models. In this work, we focus on the latter aspect; i.e., deviations from the SM
via precise measurements at the LHC as well as in the future experiments, where more accurate
theoretical predictions are required not only in the SM but also in NP models. Especially, once a
deviation from the SM is detected, accurate NP predictions including loop effects become crucial
to identify a model from the other models.
As the simplest extensions of the SM Higgs sector with the ρ parameter to be unity at the tree
level, we consider the Higgs singlet model (HSM) and the two Higgs doublet model (THDM). In
3particular, we study the model with a real singlet scalar as the HSM, and four types of the THDM
with softly broken Z2 symmetry to avoid dangerous flavor changing neutral currents.
In Ref. [27] a full set of the numerical code (H-COUPv1) to evaluate the renormalized gauge
invariant vertex functions for the SM-like Higgs boson has been released in various extended Higgs
models: the HSM, four types of the THDM and the inert doublet model (IDM), based on Refs. [28–
34]. However, in order to compare the theory predictions on the Higgs boson couplings with higher-
order calculations with experimental data, we should directly evaluate physics quantities such as
production cross sections and decay branching ratios instead of, for example, the renormalized
vertex functions or something like the κ parameters (the scale factors) for the Higgs boson couplings
which might not be well defined beyond the leading order (LO).
In this letter, in order to identify the Higgs sector using future precision data, we calculate
the partial decay widths of the discovered Higgs boson (h) into fermion pairs and gauge-boson
pairs with one-loop electroweak (EW) and one-loop QCD corrections in the HSM and four types
of the THDM. So far, a few next-to-leading order (NLO) EW radiative corrections in the THDMs
have been done for h → bb/ττ [35, 36] and for h → ZZ∗ → Z`` [37]. NLO EW and QCD
calculations for h→WW/ZZ → 4 fermions in the HSM [38] as well as in the THDMs [39, 40] were
also reported. However, there has been no study to compute all the decay rates with higher-order
corrections in various extended Higgs models comprehensively. We employ and extend H-COUPv1
to systematically compute all the decay rates of the SM-like Higgs boson in each model at the one-
loop level. In order to study the deviations from the SM predictions, we evaluate the ratios of
the decay rates in extended Higgs models to those in the SM. We then discuss how the NP model
can be identified by the pattern of the deviations. Furthermore, we study how we can obtain
information on the mass of the additional Higgs bosons from detecting the deviations in the decay
rates of the Higgs boson.
From the current LHC data, the Higgs couplings to the weak gauge bosons have been measured
with the precision of about 10% level, and those to ττ and γγ (bb) are about 20 (50)% at 1σ [1].
The accuracy for the measurements of the Higgs couplings is expected to be improved in future
experiments. For instance, the uncertainties will be down to 9% 11%, 4% and 4.2% for the Higgs
couplings to ττ , bb, ZZ and γγ at the HL-LHC with the integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 [41].
Furthermore, those will be 1.9% 1.8%, 2.4%, 0.38% and 11% for the Higgs couplings to ττ , bb, cc,
ZZ and γγ at the ILC with the integrated luminosity of 2 ab−1 at
√
s = 250 GeV [6]. Therefore,
the radiative corrections to the Higgs boson decay rates discussed in this work are inevitable to be
compared with these precise measurements in the future experiments.
4This letter is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce extended Higgs models which we
consider, namely the HSM and the THDM. We describe the framework of the calculation for the
Higgs decay rates in Sec. III, and show numerical results in Sec. IV. The conclusion is given in
Sec. V.
II. EXTENDED HIGGS MODELS
We briefly describe the HSM and the THDM in order. We give the Higgs potential, and define
the input parameters for each model.
A. Higgs singlet model
In addition to an isospin doublet Higgs field Φ with hypercharge Y = 1/2 as in the SM, the
HSM has a real singlet scalar field S with Y = 0. The most general Higgs potential is written
as [31, 42]
V (Φ, S) =m2Φ|Φ|2 + λ|Φ|4 + µΦS |Φ|2S + λΦS |Φ|2S2 + tSS +m2SS2 + µSS3 + λSS4, (1)
where all the parameters are real. The scalar fields Φ and S are expressed in terms of the component
fields by
Φ =
 G+
1√
2
(v + φ+ iG0)
 , S = vS + s, (2)
where v and vS are the vacuum expectation value (VEV), and G
±,0 are the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons to be absorbed by the longitudinal components of the weak gauge bosons. The potential is
invariant under the shift of the VEV for the singlet field, so that vS can be fixed to be zero without
any loss of generality [42].
The mass eigenstates of the Higgs bosons are defined by introducing the mixing angle ass
φ
 = R(α)
H
h
 with R(α) =
cα −sα
sα cα
 , (3)
where sθ and cθ represent sin θ and cos θ, respectively. The squared masses and the mixing angle
are expressed as
m2H = M
2
11c
2
α +M
2
22s
2
α +M
2
12s2α, m
2
h = M
2
11s
2
α +M
2
22c
2
α −M212s2α,
tan 2α =
2M212
M211 −M222
, (4)
5where the mass matrix elements M2ij are given by
M211 = M
2 + v2λΦS , M
2
22 = 2v
2λ, M212 = vµΦS , (5)
with M2 ≡ 2m2S . The parameters m2Φ and tS are eliminated by using the stationary conditions for
φ and s.
There are seven parameters in the Higgs potential, which are rewritten by
v, mh, mH , M
2, µS , λS , α, (6)
among which v and mh are fixed to be (
√
2GF )
−1/2 ' 246 GeV with GF being the Fermi constant
and 125 GeV, respectively. The rest five parameters are free parameters of the model.
The size of the dimensionless parameters in the potential can be constrained by imposing bounds
from perturbative unitarity and vacuum stability. These constraints are translated in terms of the
constraints on physical quantities, i.e., masses of Higgs bosons and mixing angles via the relations
given in Eqs. (4)–(5). Concerning the former bound, all the independent eigenvalues of the s-wave
amplitude matrix for the elastic 2 → 2 body scatterings have been derived in Ref. [43]. For the
latter bound, the necessary conditions to guarantee the potential to be bounded from below at large
field values has been given in Ref. [44]. In addition to these bounds, one has to avoid wrong local
extrema in which the true vacuum, 〈Φ0〉 = v/√2, does not correspond to the deepest minimum.
Such wrong vacuum can appear due to the existence of the scalar trilinear couplings µΦS and µS .
In Refs. [42, 45, 46], the conditions to avoid the wrong vacuum have been found.
It is also important to take into account the constraint from EW oblique parameters such as
the S and T parameters [47]. These parameters are calculated in terms of the gauge boson 2-point
functions whose analytic formulae can be found in Ref. [48]. In addition to the above constraints,
LHC data, i.e., direct searches for additional Higgs bosons and signal strengths for the discovered
Higgs boson can also set a limit on the mass of the extra Higgs boson and their couplings to SM
particles. In the HSM, constraints on mH and α have been studied by using LHC Run-I [49] and
Run-II data [50–52].
B. Two Higgs doublet model
Instead of a singlet field as in the HSM, the THDM has an additional isospin doublet scalar
field with Y = 1/2. In order to avoid flavor changing neutral currents at the tree level, we impose
a Z2 symmetry [53], which can be broken softly. Under this symmetry the Higgs potential is given
6by
V (Φ1,Φ2) = m
2
1|Φ1|2 +m22|Φ2|2 −m23(Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.)
+
1
2
λ1|Φ1|4 + 1
2
λ2|Φ2|4 + λ3|Φ1|2|Φ2|2 + λ4|Φ†1Φ2|2 +
1
2
λ5[(Φ
†
1Φ2)
2 + h.c.], (7)
where all the parameters can be real by assuming the CP conservation. The two doublet fields Φ1
and Φ2 are parameterized as
Φi =
 w+i
1√
2
(vi + hi + izi)
 with i = 1, 2, (8)
where v1 and v2 are the VEVs of the Higgs doublet fields with v = (v
2
1 + v
2
2)
1/2.
The mass eigenstates of the Higgs fields are defined as follows: h1
h2
 = R(α)
 H
h
 ,
 z1
z2
 = R(β)
 G0
A
 ,
 w±1
w±2
 = R(β)
 G±
H±
 , (9)
where tanβ = v2/v1. By solving the two stationary conditions for h1 and h2, we can eliminate the
parameters m21 and m
2
2. Then, the squared masses of the physical Higgs bosons and the mixing
angle α are expressed by
m2H± = M
2 − 1
2
v2(λ4 + λ5), m
2
A = M
2 − v2λ5,
m2H = M
2
11c
2
β−α +M
2
22s
2
β−α −M212s2(β−α), m2h = M211s2β−α +M222c2β−α +M212s2(β−α),
tan 2(β − α) = − 2M
2
12
M211 −M222
, (10)
where M2 ≡ m23/sβcβ describes the soft breaking scale of the Z2 symmetry, and M2ij are the mass
matrix elements for the CP -even scalar states in the basis of (h1, h2)R(β):
M211 = v
2(λ1c
4
β + λ2s
4
β + λ345s
2
βc
2
β), M
2
22 = M
2 +
1
2
v2s22β(λ1 + λ2 − 2λ345),
M212 =
1
2
v2s2β(−λ1c2β + λ2s2β + λ345c2β), (11)
with λ345 ≡ λ3 + λ4 + λ5. We choose the seven free parameters in the THDM:
mH , mA, mH± , M
2, tanβ, sβ−α(≥ 0), Sign(cβ−α). (12)
For the Yukawa sector, we can define four types of the interactions under the softly-broken Z2
symmetry [54–56], as shown in Table I, depending on the Z2 charge assignment for the right-handed
fermions. As seen later, the difference in the Yukawa sector plays an important role for the Higgs
decay rates in each type of the THDM.
7Φ1 Φ2 QL LL uR dR eR ζu ζd ζe
Type-I + − + + − − − cotβ cotβ cotβ
Type-II + − + + − + + cotβ − tanβ − tanβ
Type-X (lepton-specific) + − + + − − + cotβ cotβ − tanβ
Type-Y (flipped) + − + + − + − cotβ − tanβ cotβ
TABLE I: The Z2 charge assignment and the ζf factors in Eq. (18) for each type of the Yukawa interactions.
As we mentioned in the previous subsection, regions of the parameter space can be constrained
by imposing the bounds from the perturbative unitarity [57–60], the vacuum stability [61–63]
and the S, T parameters [64–68]. Constraints from the LHC Run-I and Run-II data have been
discussed in Refs. [51, 52, 69–73]. Differently from the HSM, in the THDMs flavor experiments such
as B meson decays also give an important constraint particularly on the mass of the charged Higgs
bosons and tanβ. Constraints from various B physics processes have been studied comprehensively
in Refs. [74, 75].
III. DECAY WIDTHS OF THE SM-LIKE HIGGS BOSON AT ONE LOOP
In this section we describe the framework to calculate the Higgs decay rates at one loop.
A. Higgs boson vertices
We begin with definitions of the renormalized Higgs boson vertices hff and hV V , which are
the main piece of the one-loop calculation for the Higgs decay rates and can be evaluated by H-
COUPv1 [27]. We apply the improved on-shell renormalization scheme adopted in Refs. [34, 76,
77], where gauge dependence appearing in the renormalization of mixing angles among scalar fields
is removed by using the pinch technique. We calculate the one-loop amplitudes in the Feynman
gauge. The renormalized hff and hV V vertices can be decomposed by the following form factors:
Γˆhff (p
2
1, p
2
2, q
2) = ΓˆShff + γ5Γˆ
P
hff + p1/ Γˆ
V1
hff + p2/ Γˆ
V2
hff
+ p1/ γ5Γˆ
A1
hff + p2/ γ5Γˆ
A2
hff + p1/ p2/ Γˆ
T
hff + p1/ p2/ γ5Γˆ
PT
hff , (13)
ΓˆµνhV V (p
2
1, p
2
2, q
2) = gµνΓˆ1hV V +
pν1p
µ
2
m2V
Γˆ2hV V + i
µνρσ p1ρp2σ
m2V
Γˆ3hV V , (14)
8where pµi is the incoming momentum of a fermion or a vector boson and q
µ is the momentum of
the Higgs boson. These renormalized form factors ΓˆihXX are expressed by
ΓˆihXX(p
2
1, p
2
2, q
2) = Γi,treehXX + Γ
i,loop
hXX = Γ
i,tree
hXX + Γ
i,1PI
hXX(p
2
1, p
2
2, q
2) + δΓihXX , (15)
where Γi,treehXX , Γ
i,1PI
hXX and δΓ
i
hXX denote the contributions from the tree-level diagram, 1PI diagrams
for the vertex and the counterterms, respectively.
The tree-level contributions are expressed as
ΓS,treehff = −
mf
v
κf , Γ
1,tree
hV V =
2m2V
v
κV , (16)
where the scaling factors κf and κV in each model are given by
κf = κV = cα in the HSM, (17)
κf = sβ−α + ζfcβ−α, κV = sβ−α in the THDMs. (18)
The mixing parameters in each model are defined in Sec. II, where ζf is shown in Table I. We note
that the tree-level contributions to all the other form factors are zero. Explicit formulae for Γi,1PIhXX
in the HSM and the THDMs are presented in Refs. [31] and [30] respectively, and those for δΓihXX
in each model are given in Ref. [34].
B. h→ ff
We parametrize NLO corrections to the h→ ff decay rate as
Γ(h→ ff) = Γ0(h→ ff)[1 + ∆fweak + ∆fQED + ∆fQCD], (19)
where the weak and QED corrections are decomposed in order to treat the infrared divergence in
the QED correction separately.
The decay rate at the LO is given by
Γ0(h→ ff) = βf
16pimh
|Mtreehff |2 =
Ncmhβ
3
f
8pi
|ΓS,treehff |2 =
NcGFm
2
fmhβ
3
f
4
√
2pi
κ2f (20)
with Nc = 3 (1) for quarks (leptons) and βf = (1− 4m2f/m2h)1/2.
The weak correction is expressed as [78, 79]
∆fweak = −∆r +
1
|Mtreehff |2
2Re(MtreehffMloop∗hff ), (21)
9where ∆r is the weak corrections to the muon decay (see Appendix B in Ref. [31] for the explicit
formula). The one-loop contribution Mloophff to the amplitudes is written in terms of the one-loop
part of the renormalized form factors defined above as
Mloophff = mhβf
[
ΓS,loophff +mf (Γ
V1,loop
hff − ΓV2,loophff ) + (m2h −m2f )ΓT,loophff
]
, (22)
where we fix the momenta of the form factors as p21 = p
2
2 = m
2
f and q
2 = m2h. We note that with
these momenta ΓV1,loophff = −ΓV2,loophff and the form factors proportional to γ5 do not contribute to
the decay rate.
The QED correction comes from the photon-exchange loop and the corresponding counterterm
as well as the real photon emission, and is common to the SM [78–80], which is given in the on-shell
renormalization scheme by
∆fQED =
αEM
pi
Q2f
[9
4
+
3
2
log
(m2f
m2h
)]
(23)
in the limit of m2f  m2h,1 where Qf is the electric charge of the fermions.
For the Higgs boson decay into a quark pair, the QCD correction is dominant over the EW
correction and known up to order α4s in the SM; see, e.g. a recent paper [81], where the mixed
QCD-EW (O(αsαEM)) corrections are also presented. Similar to the QED correction, the QCD
correction is common between the SM and the extended Higgs models. In our calculation, we
include the one-loop QCD correction2 in the MS renormalization scheme
∆fQCD =
α¯s(µ)
pi
CF
[17
4
+
3
2
log
( µ2
m2h
)]
, (24)
where CF = 4/3 and we choose µ
2 = m2h. The pole mass for the quarks in Eq. (20) should be
replaced by the running mass m¯f (µ), and m¯f and α¯s are defined at the scale mh. We also adopt
the MS scheme for the QED correction to the decay rates into a quark pair, which is obtained from
∆fQCD by the replacement α¯s → Q2fαEM and CF → 1.
C. h→ V V ∗
The 125 GeV Higgs boson can also decay into a pair of weak bosons with one on-shell V and the
other off-shell V ∗. In this work we evaluate the NLO EW and QCD corrections to the three-body
decay h→ V ff to treat the off-shell gauge boson properly.
1 We keep βf in the numerical computation; see Ref. [79] for the explicit formula.
2 As long as we focus on the deviations from the SM predictions, one-loop corrections are sufficient.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
FIG. 1: Schematic diagrams of each loop contribution to h→ V ff .
For V = Z, similar to h→ ff , we parametrize the one-loop corrections to the h→ Zff decay
rate as
Γ(h→ Zff) = Γ0(h→ Zff)[1 + ∆Zweak + ∆ZQED + ∆ZQCD]. (25)
At the LO the h→ Zff decay only happens via the off-shell Z boson, h→ ZZ∗ → Zff , and the
decay rate is given by [82–84]
Γ0(h→ Zff) = 1
2mh
∫
dΦ3 |MtreehZff |2 =
G2Fm
4
Zmh
24pi3
(v2f + a
2
f )F
(m2Z
m2h
)
κ2V , (26)
where vf = If/2−Qf sin θ2W and af = If/2 are the vector and axial-vector couplings for the weak
neutral-current interactions with the isospin of the fermions If and the weak mixing angle θW .
The fermion mass is ignored in this expression. The function F (x) is given by
F (x) =
3(1− 8x+ 20x2)
(4x− 1)1/2 arccos
(3x− 1
2x3/2
)
− 1− x
2x
(2− 13x+ 47x2)− 3
2
(1− 6x+ 4x2) log x. (27)
The weak correction is given by [85, 86]
∆Zweak = −2∆r −∆Zwf +
∫
dΦ3
1
|MtreehZff |2
2Re(MtreehZffMloop∗hZff ), (28)
where ∆r is the same as in Eq. (21) and ∆Zwf is due to the Z-boson wavefunction renormalization.
The one-loop contribution MloophZff to the amplitudes is the sum of each loop contribution whose
diagram is schematically depicted in order in Fig. 1 (a)-(e):
MloophZff =Mloopa +Mloopb +Mloopc +Mloopd +Mloope . (29)
The amplitude Mloopa represented by Fig. 1 (a) contains the one-loop part of the renormalized
vertices Γi,loophV V , whileMloopb by Fig. 1 (b) has the renormalized one-loop gauge-boson 2-point func-
tions. Additional scalars can contribute in these loops. For mf = 0, the extended Higgs sectors
do not affect the Zff vertex in the diagram (c) in Fig. 1, but modify the hff vertex in the dia-
gram (d) and the box diagram (e) only by the mixing effects as the κV factor. The renormalized
vertices Γi,loophV V and Γ
i,loop
hff as well as the renormalized 2-point functions can be evaluated by using
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H-COUPv1, while we newly implemented the renormalized Zff vertices in SM and the hZff
box contributions in the H-COUP framework. Numerical computations were done in two ways
independently, with the trace technique and with the helicity amplitude calculation, and confirmed
to reproduce the previous works in the SM [85, 86] and to agree with each other in extended Higgs
models, which will be reported elsewhere with all the explicit formulae [87].
The QED and QCD corrections come from photon and gluon exchanges between the fermions
in the final state as well as real emissions. They are taken into account by [88]
∆ZQED + ∆
Z
QCD =
3
4pi
(Q2fαEM + CF α¯s). (30)
The decay rate Γ(h → Wff ′) can be calculated in analogy to the case of V = Z discussed
above. Differences are that W bosons can emit a photon and the separation between weak and
QED corrections cannot be done. The study of this decay mode will be presented in Ref. [87].
We note that, in this way of the calculation for the Higgs decays into weak-boson pairs, we
cannot take into account the interference of some specific final state in the Higgs decays into four
fermions such as h→ e+e−e+e−, e+νee−ν¯e, etc, whose contributions to the total width in the SM
is very small, about 0.2% [21, 89].
D. h→ gg/γγ/Zγ
H-COUPv1 can provide the decay rates of the loop-induced processes h → gg/γγ/Zγ in
extended Higgs models at LO. Their explicit analytic formulae in the HSM and the THDMs are
given in Refs. [31] and [30], respectively. The QCD corrections are taken into account in the heavy
top-quark limit; see, e.g., Ref. [90].
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
A. Parameter spaces
In order to discuss deviations from predictions in the SM, we evaluate the ratios of the partial
decay rates
∆R(h→ XX) = Γ(h→ XX)
ΓSM(h→ XX) − 1, (31)
where ΓSM(h→ XX) is the partial decay rate in the SM with the one-loop EW and one-loop QCD
corrections. Assuming the discovered Higgs boson with the mass of 125 GeV as the lightest Higgs
12
boson h, we take several sets for masses of the additional Higgs bosons, and we scan the other
internal model parameters in each model in the following way.
In the HSM, there are five free parameters; i.e., mH , cα, M
2, µS and λS . The mass of the
second Higgs boson H is taken as
mH = 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 and 5000 GeV, (32)
while cα and M
2 are scanned as
0.95 < cα < 1, 0 < M
2 < m2H . (33)
Here, the region of cα is taken so that the model is not far from the SM-like limit. The other
parameters µS and λS are taken to be zero, because the µS dependence in ∆R’s is numerically
negligible while λS is irrelevant to our current analysis.
In the THDMs, there are seven free parameters; i.e., mH , mA, mH± , sβ−α, tanβ, M2 and
Sign(cβ−α). In order to avoid the constraint from the T parameter, we take mH± = mA by
which new contributions to the T parameter is suppressed due to the custodial symmetry [91, 92].
Furthermore, throughout our analysis we assume mH = mH± = mA for simplicity. The degenerate
mass is taken as
mH = 400, 700, 1000, 1500 and 2000 GeV. (34)
The other parameters are scanned as3
0.95 < sβ−α < 1, 1 < tanβ < 3, 0 < M2 < m2H . (35)
Similar to cα in the HSM, the region of sβ−α is taken to be close to the SM-like limit. Finally, we
consider both the positive and negative cases of cβ−α.
Over the above parameter spaces, we take into account the following constraints discussed
in Sec. II: perturbative unitarity, vacuum stability, and the compatibility to the EW S and T
parameters. In addition, a condition to avoid wrong vacua is imposed to the parameter space
in the HSM. Those constraints are already implemented in H-COUPv1; see the manual [27] in
details.
3 The lower bound of tanβ comes from the constraint of flavor experiments [75]. For the upper limit of tanβ, a
larger value can also be taken near the limit of sβ−α = 1, where deviations in the decay rates are too small to be
detected. We do not consider the case where the Yukawa coupling constant changes the sign by a large value of
tanβ for cβ−α < 1, because such a case has already been mostly excluded by the current LHC data [22, 26].
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We briefly mention the constraints from the LHC Higgs measurements. By using the data
of approximately 5 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and 20 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV, the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations put the constraints on the mixing angles of the HSM and the THDMs as follows [22,
26]. In the HSM, the observed (expected) limit at 95% confidence level (CL) is cα > 0.94 (0.88).
In the THDMs, the constraint on sβ−α depends on the type of the models as well as tanβ. For
example, for tanβ = 1 and cβ−α > 0, the observed 95% CL limits are sβ−α > 0.94 in the Type-I
THDM, sβ−α > 0.97 in the Type-II and Type-Y THDMs, and sβ−α > 0.99 in the Type-X THDM.
We note that those constraints are obtained by using the LO-motivated κ framework [93], and the
interpretation of such constraints at the higher-order level might not be straightforward.
B. h→ ττ vs. h→ bb
In Fig. 2 we show correlations of the ratios of the Higgs decay widths between h → ττ and
h→ bb with one-loop EW and one-loop QCD corrections, defined in Eq. (31), in the HSM and in
four types of the THDM, i.e. Type-I, Type-II, Type-X and Type-Y. The colored regions correspond
to the predictions in these models; i.e., yellow, red, blue, green and purple correspond to the HSM,
Type-I, Type-II, Type-X and Type-Y THDMs, respectively. The contrast of the colors represents
five mass scales of the additional Higgs bosons given in Eqs. (32) and (34) from light to dark.
The evaluation is performed separately for cβ−α < 0 (left panel) and > 0 (right panel) in the
THDMs, while the other parameters are scanned in the regions shown in Eqs. (33) and (35) under
the constraints described above. We also show the tree-level predictions with tanβ = 1 and 3 in
the THDMs by gray and black lines with dots denoting sβ−α =1, 0.995, 0.99, 0.98, 0.95 from the
origin, which corresponds to the SM limit.
The patterns of the deviations can be mainly determined by the tree-level mixing effects on
the couplings, i.e. Eqs. (17) and (18) in the HSM and the THDMs, respectively, which were
studied in Ref. [94] in details. In the HSM, as the mixing angle cα is decreasing from the SM limit
(cα = 1), the decay widths are monotonically decreasing from the SM predictions both for the ττ
and bb modes. On the other hand, those in each type of the THDM are quite distinctive due to the
peculiar Yukawa structures. The dependence on the additional Higgs boson masses comes from the
theoretical constraints such as perturbative unitarity and vacuum stability; i.e., for a given mass
of the heavy Higgs bosons the mixing parameters are constrained. When the additional Higgs
bosons are heavier by the growing M2, the mixing goes to zero and the model becomes closer to
the SM-like limit. We note that the darker-colored regions include the lighter-colored regions. In
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FIG. 2: Correlation of the ratios of the Higgs decay widths in the HSM and four types of the THDM to
those in the SM, defined in Eq. (31), between h → ττ and h → bb. The masses of additional Higgs bosons
are taken as 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 and 5000 GeV in the HSM and as 400, 700, 1000, 1500 and 2000 GeV
in the THDMs. The left and right panels show the cases for cβ−α < 0 and > 0 in the THDMs. The other
parameters are scanned in the region shown in Eqs. (33) and (35) under the constraints described in the
text, while µS and λS in the HSM are taken to be zero. As a reference, the tree-level predictions with
tanβ = 1 and 3 in the THDMs are also presented by gray and black lines, respectively.
other words, when a deviation is observed, we can set the upper bound of the additional Higgs
boson masses.
The above tree-level picture can be modified by quantum effects. As expected, the behaviors
of ∆RXX(≡ ∆R(h → XX)) with radiative corrections are almost consistent with the analysis
based on the κ scheme in Refs. [28–31], but in the present analysis considerable improvements have
been done in details of computations as already discussed. The pure quantum effects from the
extra Higgs bosons can be observed, for example, in the Type-X THDM and the Type-Y THDM
in the region just below ∆Rbb = −∆Rττ for cβ−α < 0, where those tend to reduce the decay
widths. We note that in the Type-X THDM loop contributions to Γ(h → ττ) are more sensitive
to tanβ than those to Γ(h→ bb) [29]. On the contrary, in the Type-Y THDM loop contributions
to Γ(h → bb) are more sensitive than those to Γ(h → ττ). Looking at Fig. 2(left), we see subtle
differences in magnitudes of radiative corrections between the Type-X THDM and the Type-Y
THDM; namely, in the regions of the colored plots below the line of tanβ = 1 for the tree-level
predictions. The radiative corrections to the h→ ττ decay in the Type-X THDM is slightly larger
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FIG. 3: Correlation of the ratios of the Higgs decay widths in the HSM and four types of the THDM to
those in the SM, defined in Eq. (31), between h→ ττ and h→ cc. See Fig. 2 for the descriptions.
than those to h→ bb in the Type-Y THDM even though the Yukawa structures for hττ and hbb are
same. This is due to the top-quark contributions to the bb mode [29]. From the detailed analyses
with the fixed mixing angles, which will be presented in details in elsewhere [87], we find that the
radiative corrections from the extended Higgs sector can be as large as several times per cent. Such
large corrections are the consequence of the non-decoupling effect [28–31] of the loop corrections
which is proportional to m2H/(16pi
2v2) when M2 . v2, where the masses of the additional scalars
mainly come from the VEV of the EW symmetry breaking; see the mass formulae in Sec. II. For
a given mass of the additional Higgs boson(s), the minimum of M2 determined by the theoretical
constraints gives rise to the largest deviations.
C. h→ ττ vs. h→ cc
In Fig. 3 we show the correlation in the radiative corrected decay rates of h→ ττ and h→ cc,
where the descriptions for the figure are same as in Fig. 2. At the tree level, the results in
the Type-I (Type-II) THDM coincide with those in the Type-Y (Type-X) THDM, because the
Yukawa structures for up-type quarks and leptons are common. In contrast to the case in Fig. 2,
the predicted region in the Type-II THDM spreads out, as the Yukawa structures between up-
type quarks and leptons are different. From the correlations among the three different fermionic
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FIG. 4: Correlation of the ratios of the Higgs decay widths in the HSM and four types of the THDM to
those in the SM, defined in Eq. (31), between h→ ττ and h→ ZZ∗. See Fig. 2 for the descriptions.
decay modes of the Higgs boson shown in Figs. 2 and 3, we can identify a type of the THDM
independently of the model parameters when a deviation is observed in experiments.
Similar to Fig. 2, quantum corrections of the additional Higgs bosons can be significant. For
example, in the Type-II THDM for cβ−α < 0 we see the regions just below the line of the tree-level
prediction at tanβ = 1. The plots in these regions purely correspond to the quantum corrections.
We also find the dependence on the mass of the additional Higgs bosons, which is similar to that
in the Type-X THDM in Fig. 2.
D. h→ ττ vs. h→ ZZ∗
In Fig. 4 we show the correlation in radiative corrections to the decay rates of h → ττ and
h → ZZ∗, where the descriptions for the figure are same as in Fig. 2. Similar to the discussion
on Fig. 2, patterns of the deviations can be mainly governed by the mixing effects on the Higgs
couplings at the tree level. The HSM can be distinguished from the THDMs if the deviation ∆RZZ∗
is larger than a few per cent. On the other hand, the results in the Type-I (Type-II) THDM coincide
with those in the Type-Y (Type-X) THDM at the tree level, as the Yukawa structures for leptons
are the same. An important remark on the THDMs is the difference of the magnitude of the
deviations between h → ff and h → V V ∗ [30]. The 5% deviation for the coupling in the gauge
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FIG. 5: Correlation of the ratios of the Higgs decay widths in the HSM and four types of the THDM to
those in the SM, defined in Eq. (31), between h→ ττ and h→ γγ. See Fig. 2 for the descriptions.
sector (i.e. sβ−α = 0.95) gives rise to ∆RZZ∗ ∼ −10% – −15%, while ∆Rff ∼ ±60% or more.
We also remark that the dependence on the extra Higgs boson masses are different between the
HSM and the THDMs. The deviations in the HSM can be larger than those in the THDMs for
mH > 1 TeV [31, 34].
Comparing with the h → ff decay, the loop correction to the three-body h → ZZ∗ → Zff
decay is much more intricate as discussed in Sec. III C. The pure quantum effects from the extra
Higgs bosons can be seen as thickness of the line in the HSM. In the THDMs, the pure loop effects
can be in the regions below the tree-level tanβ = 3 line in the Type-I THDM and below the
tanβ = 1 line in the Type-II THDM. As seen, the loop corrections from the heavy Higgs bosons
tend to reduce the decay widths. We find that in the THDMs the corrections to ∆RZZ∗ are larger
for a smaller tanβ and for a smaller sβ−α. We find that the magnitude of the radiative corrections
can be as large as a few times per cent. In this plot, near the origin, i.e. around the SM-like
limit, we clearly observe the non-decoupling effect discussed above. In contrast to the tree-level
analysis, even with heavier Higgs bosons a larger deviation can be predicted as seen in the region
with mH = 700 GeV near the SM-like limit in the THDMs.
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E. h→ ττ vs. h→ γγ
In Fig. 4 we show correlations between h → ττ and h → γγ. Unlike the previous correlations,
the shape of the regions predicted in the THDMs is rather different between the cases for different
sign of cβ−α. The reason why the deviations are larger for cβ−α > 0 than those for cβ−α < 0 is
that contributions of the charged Higgs loop diagram and the top-loop diagram are constructive
for cβ−α > 0 so that the deviations from the SM prediction can be larger. The different shapes of
the predicted regions between cβ−α < 0 and > 0 can help to disentangle the degeneracy between
the Type-I THDM and the Type-II THDM. For instance, ∆Rγγ is mostly negative, but can be
positive by a few per cent at most for cβ−α < 0. In such a case, if ∆Rττ is negative (positive), the
model can be identified as the Type-I (Type-II) THDM.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to examine the Higgs sector using future precision data, we have studied the deviations
from the SM predictions for the various partial decay widths of the 125 GeV Higgs boson with
one-loop EW and one-loop QCD corrections in extended Higgs models, such as the HSM as a real
singlet extension and four types of the THDM with softly broken Z2 symmetry.
By employing and extending H-COUPv1, which evaluates the renormalized vertex functions
for the discovered Higgs boson in various extended Higgs models, we calculated the partial decay
widths for h→ ττ , bb, cc, Zff and γγ, and presented the ratios of the decay widths in the extended
Higgs models to those in the SM.
We described the pattern of the deviations in the various correlations, which are distinctive for
each model and determined by the tree-level mixing effects on the Higgs couplings. Even with a full
set of radiative corrections we may be able to discriminate these extended Higgs models as long
as any of the deviations from the SM predictions is detected at future precision measurements.
For example, we can discriminate the Type-X THDM and the Type-Y THDM from the others
(the Type-I THDM, the Type-II THDM and the HSM) by the analysis shown in Fig. 2. Then,
the Type-II THDM can be separated from the Type-I THDM and the HSM as shown in Fig. 3.
We can further distinguish the Type-I THDM from the HSM as in Fig. 4. Finally, by using the
data from Γ(h → γγ), we can check the consistency as in Fig. 5. In order to complete such a
logic realized, we need to measure the decay rate of h→ cc precisely, in addition to measuring the
other decay modes as precisely as possible. To this end the realization of future lepton colliders
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is deeply desirable. Furthermore, although the dependence on the additional Higgs boson mass
generally indicates the decoupling behavior under the theoretical constraints from perturbative
unitary and vacuum stability, the loop effects from the extended Higgs sector can be large due to
the non-decoupling effect. We can extract important information on the mass scale of extra Higgs
bosons indirectly from the magnitude of the deviations of the SM-like Higgs decay widths, even if
new particles are not discovered at the LHC.
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